Special Session:
Political Communication and Social Networking - Hollowing Out Politics?
what are the effects of social networking technologies on political communication?

Robert Imre / Head of Politics and International Relations, University of Newcastle
THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

Vita Dreijere / University of Latvia
FINDINGS FROM THE CONTINENTAL EUROPEAN NATION-STATES

Norbert Merkovity / University of Szeged
FINDINGS FROM THE ANGLOPHONE/ WESTMINSTER PARLIAMENTS

Politics, Elections and Media Discourse

Nuno Coimbra Mesquita / Center for Public Policy Research, University of São Paulo,
Political Engagement and Democratic Quality: The Role of the Media in Brazil

Jan Kovář & Kamil Kovář / Metropolitan University Prague & Institute of International Relations & Center for Economic Research & Graduate Education - Economics Institute
EP Election Campaign Themes in the News Media

Aikaterini Nikolopoulou, Eleftheria Psyllakou & Maria Tsachli / University of Athens & Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Media Discourse and Identity Formation within the Context of the “Economic Crisis”: The Case Study of Greece

Nilyufer Hamid-Turksoy / Dept. of Sociology, Faculty of Social Studies, Erasmus University Rotterdam
How to Understand the Editorial Coverage of Turkey by the British Quality Journalists
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**New Challenges in Political Communication**

**Juliano Domingues-da-Silva** / Federal University of Pernambuco

Policy developments and politics in Brazil: the digital TV decision-making process

**Robert P. Ormrod** / Institute for Economics and Business, Aarhus University

The Triadic Interaction Model of Political Exchange: The Danish Social Democratic Party’s Attempt to Introduce a Congestion Charge in Copenhagen

**Lenka Hrbková & Jozef Zagrapan** / IIPS, FSS Masaryk University

Analyzing Political Debates: Slovak Parliamentary Elections 2012

**Sigríður Ingridur Ólafsdóttir** / University of Iceland

Party Brands and Voting

**Mediated World**

**Suzanne Franks** / Journalism Department, City University London

Missing out on the politics - Media coverage of humanitarian crises.

**Wojciech Lewandowski** / Chair of European Studies, Warsaw University

Political monologue vs political dialogue in graphic novels

**Óscar G. Luengo & Javier G. Marín** / Facultad de Ciencias Políticas y Sociología, Universidad de Granada

Spanish TV portray of terrorism during the 2008 campaign: an example of Polarised pluralism?

**Dominic Wring** / Loughborough University

The Hacking Scandal in the UK

**Institutional/Governmental Communication**

**Ekmel Gecer** / Loughborough University

Changing Trends in Political Communication in Turkey: The Case of AKP

**Rubén Tamboleo García** / Complutense Institute of Management Science, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

The communication strategy in the government of Rajoy

**Susanna Pshizova** / School of Public Administration, Lomonosov Moscow State University

Is it possible to manage a democracy? The Russian Case

**Denisa Kasl Kollmannova & Anna Matušková** / Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles University in Prague

Research Design: Governmental Communication in the Czech Republic
Genre of Election Politics

Ian Lamond / Leeds Metropolitan University: International Centre for Research in Tourism, Events and Hospitality (ICRETH)
A synchronic and diachronic inquiry into the construction of culture as an object of governance in UK election manifestos: 1966 and 2010

Simon Cross / Department of English and Media Studies, Nottingham Trent University
‘There now follows’: continuity and change in British party election broadcasts to women

Gersende Blanchard & Stéphanie Voджik / University of Lille 3 / GERIICO & University of Paris Est Créteil / CEDITEC
Exploring the role of online political expression for political participation. The case of the French presidential election.

Anna Matušková / Faculty of Social Studies, Masaryk University
Presidential Race in the Czech Republic 2013 - Research Foundations

Actors, Politics and Discourse

Dilek Keleș / Department of Public Relations and Advertisement, Ankara University
Parliamentary Opposition of The Turkish Labour Party

Domagoj Bebić & Milica Vučković / Faculty of Political Science, InMed Institute, University of Zagreb
Croatian Government on Facebook – PR trick or platform for better discussion

Milos Gregor & Alena Macková / IIPS, FSS Masaryk University
How to Communicate Politics - Analysis of Václav Klaus’ Speeches

Rafał Zimny & Przemysław Żukiewicz / Kazimierz Wielki University in Bydgoszcz & Poznan University of Life Sciences
The Smolensk Tragedy and its Importance for the Political Communication in Poland after 10th April 2010 (Focusing on the Political Incidents in the front of the Presidential Palace)